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Abstract.10

Background: Parkinson’s disease severity is typically measured using the Movement Disorder Society Unified Parkinson’s
disease rating scale (MDS-UPDRS). While training for this scale exists, users may vary in how they score a patient with the
consequence of intra-rater and inter-rater variability.
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Objective: In this study we explored the consistency of an artificial intelligence platform compared with traditional clinical
scoring in the assessment of motor severity in PD.
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Methods: Twenty-two PD patients underwent simultaneous MDS-UPDRS scoring by two experienced MDS-UPDRS raters
and the two sets of accompanying video footage were also scored by an artificial intelligence video analysis platform known
as KELVIN.
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Results: KELVIN was able to produce a summary score for 7 MDS-UPDRS part 3 items with good inter-rater reliability
(Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) 0.80 in the OFF-medication state, ICC 0.73 in the ON-medication state). Clinician
scores had exceptionally high levels of inter-rater reliability in both the OFF (0.99) and ON (0.94) medication conditions
(possibly reflecting the highly experienced team). There was an ICC of 0.84 in the OFF-medication state and 0.31 in the
ON-medication state between the mean Clinician and mean Kelvin scores for the equivalent 7 motor items, possibly due to
dyskinesia impacting on the KELVIN scores.
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Conclusion: We conclude that KELVIN may prove useful in the capture and scoring of multiple items of MDS-UPDRS
part 3 with levels of consistency not far short of that achieved by experienced MDS-UPDRS clinical raters, and is worthy of
further investigation.
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INTRODUCTION29

The quantitative assessment of Parkinson’s disease30

(PD) is important for the study of the natural his-31
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tory of PD progression, as well as for the assessment 32

of conventional interventions, for example response 33

to dopaminergic therapy or neurosurgical interven- 34

tions such as deep brain stimulation (DBS) and also 35

for evaluating the impact of novel or experimental 36

interventions in clinical trials. The Movement Dis- 37

order Society Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating 38

Scale Part 3 (MDS-UPDRS part 3) is the most com- 39

monly used standard assessment tool for measuring 40
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the motor signs of Parkinson’s disease (PD) [1]. It41

consists of 18 items quantifying rigidity, bradykine-42

sia, tremor, and axial signs (namely facial expression,43

speech, posture, gait, and balance). Signs are rated on44

a 5-point scale (0–4) with separate scores for an indi-45

vidual’s left and right hemibody. The MDS-UPDRS46

is frequently used as an objective primary outcome47

measure for clinical trials of novel and experimental48

PD neurotherapeutics [2].49

A standardized training program exists for admin-50

istering the MDS-UPDRS (see https://www.move51

mentdisorders.org/MDS/Education/Rating-Scales/Tr52

aining-Programs.htm) with a teaching tape that has53

been shown to improve MDS-UPDRS ratings and54

inter-rater reliability [3]. In this context, previous55

literature has quantified the intra-rater and inter-rater56

variability of the MDS-UPDRS, with inter-rater57

variability showing good but not perfect Intraclass58

Correlation Coefficient (ICC) [4] scores for the sum59

of the MDS-UPDRS part 3 between 0.65–0.91 [5,60

6]. Studies measuring intra-rater variability gener-61

ally show excellent reliability for the sum of the62

MDS-UPDRS, for experienced raters in neurology63

and movement disorder specialists when measured64

between 1–8 weeks apart (ICCs between 0.90–0.91)65

[5, 7, 8].66

For individual items of the MDS-UPDRS, studies67

measuring inter-rater reliability have shown vari-68

able results with kappa scores showing anything69

between substantial and near perfect agreement (ICC70

0.63–0.92) for items of bradykinesia [5, 6, 9, 10],71

moderate to near perfect agreement for gait and pos-72

ture related items (ICC 0.49–0.93) [5, 10], fair to near73

perfect agreement for speech and facial expression74

(ICC 0.22–0.83) [5, 10], and fair to near perfect agree-75

ment for tremor items (ICC 0.31–0.90) [5]. Studies76

measuring the intra-rater agreement across specific77

items of the MDS-UPDRS also show mixed results78

with tremor showing moderate to near perfect agree-79

ment (ICC 0.43–0.93), bradykinesia items showing80

moderate to near perfect agreement (ICC 0.59–0.90),81

rigidity demonstrating substantial agreement (ICC82

0.61–69), posture and gait related items showing sub-83

stantial to near perfect agreement (ICC 0.64–0.95),84

and speech and facial expression showing moder-85

ate to near perfect agreement (ICC 0.58–0.89) [5,86

7, 8]. While generally good, this research indicates87

that measures of inter-rater and intra-rater agreement88

for items of the MDS-UPDRS are still potentially89

variable across studies.90

The existence of this variability can have a major91

impact on the objective assessment of repeated mea-92

sures of PD motor severity, which can lead to errors 93

in the interpretation of natural history studies or 94

when assessing the impact of therapeutic interven- 95

tions. To help address this variability, several artificial 96

intelligence (AI) tools are in development [11, 12]. 97

Studies inputting data from wearable sensors and 98

voice recordings into machine-learning techniques 99

have demonstrated high levels of accuracy of auto- 100

mated systems to score items from the MDS-UPDRS 101

such as bradykinesia [13–15] and tremor [14, 17–20]. 102

However, wearable sensors are expensive and some- 103

times difficult to distribute, and exposure to multiple 104

devices can be burdensome to patients. 105

Since the COVID19 pandemic, the emergence of 106

video-conference platforms have been explored as 107

an accessible and cost-effective way to assess the 108

severity of motor PD, in the absence of face to face 109

appointments [18]. Videos allow clinicians to com- 110

plete the majority of items within the MDS-UPDRS, 111

with the exception of rigidity and postural instabil- 112

ity which both require a hands-on assessment of the 113

patient. Given the cost-effective and accessible nature 114

of video assessment of PD motor severity, they pro- 115

vide the scope for AI to be utilized as a potential 116

alternative to traditional clinician rating of items such 117

as bradykinesia which in theory might improve the 118

consistency and objectivity of MDS-UPDRS assess- 119

ments. 120

Rationale and aims 121

In this study, we assessed the extent to which an 122

artificial intelligence platform KELVIN, in its devel- 123

opment stage, compares in its assessment of specific 124

items of PD motor severity compared to traditional 125

clinical MDS-UPDRS part 3 scoring. PD patients 126

were scored simultaneously by two clinicians and two 127

accompanying KELVIN measurements. The purpose 128

of this study was to compare the traditional clinical 129

scores with the KELVIN scores, compare variation 130

in scores within and between clinical observers, and 131

the variation in scores calculated within the KELVIN 132

automated platform. 133

METHODS 134

Participants 135

All participants attended the Unit of Functional 136

Neurosurgery, National Hospital for Neurology & 137

Neurosurgery, Queen Square, UK as part of their 138

NHS care between 2020-2021. All patients had a 139

https://www.movementdisorders.org/MDS/Education/Rating-Scales/Training-Programs.htm
https://www.movementdisorders.org/MDS/Education/Rating-Scales/Training-Programs.htm
https://www.movementdisorders.org/MDS/Education/Rating-Scales/Training-Programs.htm
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diagnosis of PD and were undergoing a levodopa140

challenge test to assess their appropriateness for141

advanced therapies for PD. Participants were of142

Hoehn and Yahr stage 3 or less. Ethical approval143

for the capture of the Kelvin data was obtained144

from the National Hospital for Neurology and Neu-145

rosurgery Research Ethics Committee (19/YH/0421)146

and written informed consent was obtained from all147

the participants.148

Assessments149

Assessors comprised two experienced MDS-150

UPDRS raters (KS & CG) and four DBS nurse151

specialists (JC, CM, MS, JE). All assessors had152

extensive familiarity with the MDS-UPDRS and had153

reviewed the Movement Disorder Society training154

package for the motor section of the MDS-UPDRS155

[1] and passed the associated evaluation materials156

before any assessments were performed.157

OFF-medication assessment158

All participants attended the Unit of Functional159

Neurosurgery in the OFF state having stopped their160

conventional PD medications overnight (at least 12 h161

since their last dose). Participants underwent simul-162

taneous clinical assessment of the motor severity163

of their PD by two assessors using the conven-164

tional MDS-UPDRS part 3, 18 item motor subscale165

(referred to as C18-UPDRS). Each patient was166

given the usual instructions to perform each item167

of the MDS-UPDRS part 3 by one of the asses-168

sors and each assessor then noted a clinical score169

for each MDS-UPDRS part 3 item without con-170

ferring. The MDS-UPDRS part 3 was conducted,171

and video recorded by one assessor using a tripod-172

mounted tablet with the KELVIN web-app and173

simultaneously by the second assessor using a174

separate tripod-mounted tablet with the KELVIN175

web-app, facilitating combined video capture along-176

side traditional clinical scoring of all the individual177

components of the subscale. Video recordings via178

tablets were necessarily placed at conveniently dif-179

ferent distances and angles between patient and each180

tablet to maintain a full view of the patient without181

obstruction.182

ON-medication assessment183

Each participant took their usual L-dopa dose (or184

equivalent as Madopar dispersible), which typically185

took 1 h to take effect. Once a participant confirmed 186

that their medications were starting to work in the 187

usual way, participants underwent repeat evaluations. 188

Simultaneous video capture using KELVIN 189

The details of the KELVIN software have been 190

previously described [19]. In short, video data cap- 191

tured by a consumer grade smartphone or tablet can 192

be recorded, stored on the device, then later uploaded, 193

re-accessed, and analyzed by the Kelvin-PDTM motor 194

assessment software without need for participants 195

wearing markers or any other wearable device. Video 196

segments were saved within the app as individu- 197

ally catalogued files according to each sub-item of 198

the MDS- UPDRS part 3. Videos were encrypted 199

and coded prior to being stored in the KELVIN 200

cloud system and were only accessible by permission 201

granted to the clinical team under account access set- 202

tings within the system. Users were required to login 203

to their own personal account within KELVIN, in 204

order to access videos, with a strong password policy 205

enforced to ensure confidentiality. 206

KELVIN scoring of videos 207

Video segments for each of 7 items (See Table 1) 208

of the MDS-UPDRS part 3 examinations were 209

analyzed using a web-app version of KELVIN 210

(https://KELVIN.machinemedicine.com/). The latest 211

version of the KELVIN app automatically detects and 212

defines the regions (time-periods) of interest (ROIs) 213

during which the participant is performing the rele- 214

vant movement; For example, finger-tapping videos 215

would usually contain two ROIs, corresponding to the 216

sections of the video in which the patient performed 217

the action using their left and right hand. Signals were 218

extracted from these KELVIN defined ROIs of the 219

videos (Fig. 1). 220

Kelvin analytic processes 221

The Kelvin app uses the deep learning library 222

OpenPose to extract 25 body and 21 hand key-point 223

coordinates on each frame. OpenPose is a popular 224

open-source library that constructs time-series sig- 225

nals based on the change of these key-points through 226

time, and features were then extracted from these 227

signals. For each of 7 MDS-UPDRS items, signals 228

based on key-points relevant to the appropriate action 229

were constructed (Table 1). A patient’s signals were 230

normalized using their estimated standing height, 231
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Table 1
Signals constructed from key-points and used for feature extraction for each of the K7UPDRS items.

Courtesy of Machine Medicine Technologies Ltd

MDS-UPDRS item Time series signal

Finger Tapping Euclidean distance between the thumb tip and the index finger tip.
Hand Movement The area of the convex hull of the four finger tips and the palm.
Pronation Supination The velocity of the angle between the little finger tip and the thumb tip.
Toe Tapping The vertical distance between the big toe and the neck.
Leg Agility The Euclidean distance between the knee and the neck.
Arise from Chair The Euclidean distance between the nose and the midpoint of the two ankles and the

Euclidean distance between the two wrists divided by the Euclidean distance between
the shoulders.

Gait The leg ratio difference, The vertical angle of the body, The horizontal angle of the ankles,
the horizontal angle of the wrists, the horizontal distance between the heels.

with the exception of the pronation supination sig-232

nal which was an angular measure and thus much233

less dependent on the distance between the patient234

and the camera.235

Kelvin uses a peak detection algorithm [20] to236

identify local maxima (peaks) and minima (troughs),237

which typically correspond to the start and midpoint238

of a periodic action. For example, as the finger-239

tapping signal was based on the distance between240

thumb and index finger tip, a peak would correspond241

to the two fingers being maximally apart, and a trough242

would correspond to the two fingers touching.243

For each of the five bradykinesia items, the relevant244

time-series signal captured the key characteristics245

of movement: frequency, amplitude, velocity, and246

smoothness of the actions. Patients with more severe247

impairment slow down earlier, execute actions less248

smoothly, with more rapid amplitude decrement.249

For the Arise from chair item, four features were250

extracted, intended to capture key characteristics of251

the examination listed in the MDS-UPDRS instruc-252

tions. Patients with more severe impairment are slow253

to arise, need more than 1 attempt, and use the hands254

to push up from the armrests to get up from the chair255

[20]. For gait, step frequency (speed), two features256

relating to patients arm swing, and two features to257

capture roughness of walking, and variability in stride258

width, and a feature to measure postural control were259

combined to capture the MDS-UPDRS gait assess-260

ment [20].261

Inter and intra-rater reliability of clinician scores262

C18-UPDRS scores from Rater 1 and Rater 2263

were calculated according to the MDS-UPDRS part264

3 instructions. Scores for individual items were com-265

pared between assessors in subsequent analysis (inter266

rater reliability). To examine the extent to which the 267

same experienced assessor has residual variability 268

in their clinical ratings of the MDS-UPDRS part 3, 269

each patient video was re-scored by Rater 1 at a sec- 270

ond time point, blinded to previous scores. Sum C18 271

UPDRS part 3 and individual item scores were cal- 272

culated at time 1 and time 2 (intra-rater reliability). 273

Inter-rater reliability of KELVIN 274

The KELVIN app automatically derived K7- 275

UPDRS scores for each patient based on the 7 Kelvin 276

rateable items (arising from chair, gait, and 5 items of 277

bradykinesia) from the videos taken by Rater 1 and for 278

the same 7 items from the corresponding videos taken 279

by Rater 2. Sum K7-UPDRS scores and scores for 280

individual items were compared between assessors 281

in subsequent analysis. 282

Comparison of clinician and KELVIN scores 283

The mean of the 2 Sum K7-UPDRS scores derived 284

from videos captured by Rater 1 and Rater 2 were 285

compared to the mean of the 2 abbreviated Clinician 286

scores C7-UPDRS of Rater 1 and Rater 2 for the 287

equivalent 7 items. 288

Statistical analysis 289

Inter-rater reliability of the sum C18-UPDRS 290

scores, inter-rater reliability of the sum K7-UPDRS 291

scores and inter-rater reliability of the mean K7- 292

UPDRS and mean C7-UPDRS scores were assessed 293

using an intraclass correlation coefficient [4] method 294

using a two-way, single measure, absolute-agreement 295

random-effects model [21]. 296

For intra-rater reliability of sum C18-UPDRS 297

scores, an ICC method using a two-way, single mea- 298
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sure absolute-agreement mixed-effects model was299

used [21, 22]. The strength of agreement yielded by300

these tests can range from 0.0–1.0. The closer the301

value is to 1.0, the stronger the agreement. Ninety-302

five percent confidence bounds were also computed303

for the ICCs using standard methods.304

To minimize the impact of missing data, items that305

were missing from the clinical or KELVIN scores306

were imputed based on the mean scores for that307

participant’s assessment for the non-missing data.308

For participants with more than 25% items missing,309

scores were excluded from the analysis. Reliabil-310

ity for individual MDS-UPDRS part 3 items was311

assessed using weighted kappa statistics [4].312

RESULTS313

Participant demographic data314

The 22 participants in this study had a mean age315

of 69, (range 40–71), and a mean duration of disease316

of 11 years; 12 were male.317

Inter and intra-rater variability318

Inter-rater variability319

Data are presented in Table 2. The inter-rater320

reliability for the sum C18-UPDRS scores was excel-321

lent in both the OFF (0.99, 95% CI 0.98–1.0) and322

ON (0.94 95% CI 0.78–0.98) medication conditions323

across raters.324

Intra-rater reliability325

The ratings by Rater 1 were repeated after a mean326

interval of 43 days (+-11 days). Intra-rater reliability327

for the sum C18-UPDRS scores was 0.98 (95% CI328

0.94–0.99) and 0.92 (95% CI 0.82–0.97) for the OFF329

and ON scores.330

C7-UPDRS scores inter rater reliability331

The ICCs for inter-rater reliability and associ-332

ated 95% confidence interval for the sum Subsection333

C7-UPDRS scores was excellent (0.97 (95% CI334

0.93–0.99)) for the OFF scores and good (0.79 (95%335

CI 0.54–0.91)) for the ON scores.336

K7-UPDRS scores inter rater reliability337

Inter-rater reliability for the sum subsection K-338

UPDRS scores was good (0.80 (95% CI 0.57–0.91))339

for the OFF scores and moderate (0.73 (95% CI340

0.44–0.89)) for the ON scores.341

Sum C7-UPDRS and K7-UPDRS score 342

correlation 343

The ICCs for inter-rater reliability for the sum 344

Subsection C7-UPDRS and K7-UPDRS scores was 345

excellent (0.84 (95% CI 0.64–0.93)) for the OFF 346

scores but poor (0.31 (95% CI -0.08–0.64)) for the 347

ON scores. 348

Individual item inter-rater variability 349

Weighted Kappa statistics for the 7 individual 350

MDS-UPDRS items are displayed in Table 3. Con- 351

sistency between raters ranged from substantial-near 352

perfect agreement for all of the specific C7-UPDRS 353

items apart from Left finger taps (ON), right hand 354

movements (ON), left toe taps (ON), and arise 355

from chair (ON) which showed moderate agreement 356

between raters. 357

Consistency between K-UPDRS scores for indi- 358

vidual items was moderate for Finger taps & Hand 359

movements and Arising from Chair in the OFF state. 360

Agreement was lower for pronation /supination, Leg 361

agility, Toe taps and Gait in the OFF state. In the ON 362

state, there was moderate agreement for finger taps, 363

and leg agility but very low agreement for Prona- 364

tion/supination, arising from a chair and Gait. There 365

were more missing data for Gait and Arising from a 366

chair than the limb bradykinesia assessments. 367

Intra-rater reliability ranged from moderate to near 368

perfect agreement for all of the 18 specific C-UPDRS 369

items (see Table 4). 370

DISCUSSION 371

The aim of this work was to investigate whether 372

KELVIN, an artificial intelligence platform, may 373

be comparable to traditional clinical MDS-UPDRS 374

scoring in terms of its consistency of ratings when 375

assessing severity of PD. The main findings were that; 376

KELVIN and clinician scores were extremely highly 377

correlated for the OFF condition but poorly correlated 378

for the ON condition. Nevertheless, KELVIN showed 379

moderate-good inter-rater reliability for the sum of 380

the subsection K7-UPDRS OFF and ON scores. The 381

majority of K7-UPDRS scores for individual items 382

showed moderate consistency, although some axial 383

items, e.g., gait showed poor agreement between the 384

2 video assessments particularly in the ON condition. 385

These scores were in comparison to inter-rater 386

reliability of the same subsection scores by clini- 387

cians, which was good-excellent for OFF and ON 388

conditions, and with the majority of individual 389
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Fig. 1. (Continued)
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Table 2
Inter- & intra rater reliability for total C18-UPDRS, and inter-rater reliability

for C7-UPDRS & K7-UPDRS scores by Rater 1 and Rater 2

Off medication On Medication

C18-UPDRS scores- Inter rater reliability
Mean (sd) Rater 1 = 49.3 (15.6) Rater 1 = 15.9 (7.5)

Rater 2 = 48.6 (16.6) Rater 2 = 14.5 (6.7)
ICC [95% CI] 0.99 [0.98–1.0] 0.97 [0.88–0.98]

C18 UPDRS scores- Intra rater reliability
Mean (sd) OFF Time 1 = 49.0 (16.3) ON Time 1 = 16.2 (7.8)

OFF Time 2 = 47.6 (15.2) ON Time 2 = 16.5(6.2)
ICC [95% CI] 0.98 [0.94–0.99] 0.92 [0.82–0.97]

C7-UPDRS scores- Inter rater reliability*
Mean (sd) OFF Rater 1 = 21.1 (7.3) ON Rater 1 = 7.1 (3.5)

OFF Rater 2 = 21.2 (7.3) ON Rater 2 = 6.6 (3.4)
ICC [95% CI] ICC:0.97 [0.93–0.99] ICC: 0.79 [0.53–0.91]

Mean (Rater 1 & Rater 2) C7-UPDRS and Mean (Rater 1
& Rater 2) K7-UPDRS scores- Correlation coefficients
Mean (sd) OFF C7-UPDRS = 21.2 (7.3) ON C7-UPDRS = 6.9 (3.3)

OFF K7-UPDRS = 21.9 (8.1) ON K7-UPDRS = 10.3 (3.0)
ICC [95% CI] 0.84 [0.64–0.93] 0.31 [–0.08–0.64]

K7-UPDRS scores- Inter rater reliability
Mean (sd) OFF Rater 1 = 22.2 (9.4) ON Rater 1 = 10.2 (4.5)

OFF Rater 2 = 21.7 (7.6) ON Rater 2 = 10.4 (4.8)
ICC [95% CI] 0.80 [057–0.91] 0.73 [0.44–0.89]

C18-UPDRS, Clinician scored Movement Disorder Society Unified Parkinson’s disease Rating
Scale Part 3- total 18 items; C7-UPDRS, Clinician scored Movement Disorder Society Unified
Parkinson’s disease Rating Scale Part 3- restricted to 7 items; K7-UPDRS, Kelvin calculated
Movement Disorder Society Unified Parkinson’s disease Rating Scale Part 3- restricted to 7
items; CI, confidence intervals upper and lower bounds; ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient.
*Only includes patients with complete K7UPDRS scores for ease of comparison.

items showing excellent or near-perfect agreement,390

with some items of bradykinesia showing moderate391

agreement in the ON condition. Overall, intra-rater392

reliability showed excellent reliability for sum C18-393

UPDRS scores and moderate-near perfect agreement394

across all items. Taken together, these data indi-395

cate that KELVIN, in its current format, can provide396

extremely similar scores to the C7-UPDRS scores397

in the OFF-medication state, but produces consistent398

but different scores from the clinician ratings in the399

ON-medication state.400

The findings in the present study for intra-rater401

reliability for C18-UPDRS scores are in line with402

previous research showing excellent intra-rater agree-403

ment [5, 7, 8]. However, inter-rater reliability for404

C18-UPDRS scores somewhat outperformed previ-405

ous research, with scores in the present study showing 406

good-excellent inter-rater agreement (0.88–0.98) 407

compared to previous studies showing moderate- 408

excellent reliability (0.65–0.91) [5–7]. Post et al. 409

(2005) demonstrated lesser consistency between 410

raters, when ratings of more senior movement dis- 411

order specialists were compared to less experienced 412

movement disorder specialists. In addition, the raters 413

in Palmer et al. (2010), who showed inter-rater agree- 414

ment of 0.65 ICC, were not highlighted as being 415

movement disorder specialists but dementia spe- 416

cialists, which may have meant that they had less 417

experience administering the MDS-UPDRS. Further, 418

raters noted as having expertise in movement dis- 419

orders also showed similar agreement with that of 420

scores in the present study, with ICC over 0.90 [7]. 421

Fig. 1. Methods overview. A) The deep learning library OpenPose [2] was used to extract 25 body and 21 hand key points from each frame
of video. B) Coordinates of the key points across the frames were used to construct time-series signals. C) An example of finger-tapping
signals (i.e., distance between index finger tip and thumb tip) for right (top) and left (bottom) hand. In this case the right hand received a
low severity score of 1, while the left hand received a high severity score of 4. The highlighted regions depict the regions of interest (ROIs);
i.e., when the action was performed. D) Detected peaks and troughs on the signals of the two ROIs for the right hand (top) and left hand
(bottom). Features were constructed from these signals. For example, the time between peaks corresponds to the time between successive
finger taps. E) The distribution of periods (distance in frames between consecutive peaks and troughs) extracted from the lower panel (left
hand signal) displayed in (D). Courtesy of Machine Medicine Technologies Ltd.
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Table 3
Inter-rater reliability for individual C7-UPDRS & K7-UPDRS item scores by Rater 1 and Rater 2

Weighted kappa scores for Weighted kappa scores
inter-rater agreement for inter-rater agreement
for 7 individual items for the 7 individual items

of the C7-UPDRS of the K-UPDRS

Rater 1 vs. Rater 1 vs. Rater 1 vs. Rater 1 vs.
Rater 2 OFF Rater2 ON Rater2 OFF Rater2 ON
(SE) (SE) (SE) (SE)

Finger taps
Right N = 22

0.79 (0.08)
N = 22
0.75 (0.11)

N = 21
0.64 (0.12)

N = 19
0.52 (0.15)

Left N = 22
0.80 (0.10)

N = 22
0.44 (0.17)

N = 22
0.63 (0.11)

N = 19
0.64 (0.13)

Hand movements
Right N = 22

0.75 (0.11)
N = 22
0.45 (0.19)

N = 21
0.63 (0.13)

N = 21
0.15 (0.16)

Left N = 22
0.58 (0.14)

N = 22
0.67 (0.15)

N = 21
0.55 (0.11)

N = 21
0.46 (0.16)

Pronation/Supination
Right N = 22

0.66 (0.12)
N = 22
0.83 (0.10)

N = 20
0.11 (0.15)

N = 21
0.21 (0.17)

Left N = 22
0.86 (0.08)

N = 22
0.79 (0.10)

N = 20
0.19 (0.13)

N = 21
–0.11 (0.13)

Toe Tap
Right N = 22

0.83 (0.07)
N = 22
0.78 (0.12)

N = 20
0.21 (0.15)

N = 19
0.25 (0.17)

Left N = 22
0.73 (0.10)

N = 22
0.48 (0.13)

N = 20
0.47 (0.14)

N = 19
0.59 (0.11)

Leg Agility
Right N = 22

0.85 (0.07)
N = 22
0.67 (0.17)

N = 18
0.49 (0.14)

N = 20
0.63 (0.15)

Left N = 22
0.86 (0.08)

N = 22
0.90 (0.10)

N = 19
0.46 (0.16)

N = 20
0.35 (0.17)

Arise from chair N = 22
0.91 (0.05)

N = 22
0.55 (0.22)

N = 16
0.84 (0.06)

N = 14
0.10 (0.24)

Gait N = 22
0.87 (0.09)

N = 22
0.86 (0.10)

N = 12
0.38 (0.18)

N = 14
0.08 (0.13)

The findings presented here may reflect the single422

center nature of the project, possible additional effort423

made by the raters to optimize their scores, and the424

very high levels of experience of all of the raters.425

Multi-center studies would be useful in determin-426

ing whether KELVIN can reduce inconsistency of427

MDS-UPDRS scoring in comparison to less expe-428

rienced clinicians across multiple centers, perhaps429

when under real-life time pressure to collect data and430

thus build on the current context-question from the431

present research.432

In terms of individual items, the findings in the433

present study for intra-rater reliability show similar434

scores to previous research. The intra-rater variabil-435

ity for tremor and items of bradykinesia ranging from436

0.53–0.84, are in line with previous studies show-437

ing agreement between 0.43–0.93 for tremor and438

bradykinesia [5, 7, 8]. Likewise agreement for rigid-439

ity items, posture, gait, facial expression, and speech440

showed a similar range of scores (0.63–0.82) to these 441

items in previous measures of intra-rater reliability 442

[5, 7, 8]. Thus the present study agrees with previous 443

findings of excellent MDS-UPDRS part 3 intra-rater 444

reliability. 445

The findings in the present study indicate that 446

KELVIN does not yet improve upon an experienced 447

clinician’s scores of PD severity, particularly for 448

gait. The low agreement in KELVIN scores for gait 449

(both OFF/ON) contrasts a previous study that show 450

KELVIN’s ability to accurately assess gait in PD 451

[19]. This may be due to the precision and com- 452

plexity required when scoring gait on video. In a 453

recent study, where raters scored the MDS-UPDRS 454

via iPad tablets, this challenge has been highlighted as 455

a weakness of video-scoring the MDS-UPDRS [23]. 456

Improvement in Kelvin’s algorithms with increased 457

data exposure may improve the precision of its esti- 458

mates. Another reason for the variability in gait scores 459
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Table 4
Intra-rater reliability for individual C18-UPDRS

item scores by Rater 1

Rater 1 Time 1 vs.
Time 2 Weighted kappa
for individual items (SE)

Speech 0.67 (0.12)
Facial expression 0.82 (0.06)
Rigidity
Neck 0.86 (0.05)
RUE 0.88 (0.05)
LUE 0.62 (0.09)
RLE 0.90 (0.04)
LLE 0.89 (0.07)
Finger taps
Right 0.73 (0.07)
Left 0.66 (0.09)
Hand movements
Right 0.76 (0.08)
Left 0.77 (0.08)
Pronation/Supination
Right 0.78 (0.07)
Left 0.84 (0.06)
Toe Tap
Right 0.74 (0.07)
Left 0.78 (0.07)
Leg Agility
Right 0.64 (0.09)
Left 0.54 (0.12)
Arise from chair 0.88 (0.05)
Gait 0.63 (0.08)
FOG 0.94 (0.05)
Postural instability 0.90 (0.05)
Posture 0.70 (0.08)
Body Bradykinesia 0.78 (0.07)
Postural Tremor
Right 0.76 (0.07)
Left 0.53 (0.09)
Action Tremor
Right 0.65 (0.09)
Left 0.62 (0.13)
Resting Tremor
RUE 0.84 (0.06)
LUE 0.75 (0.10)
RLE 0.67 (0.17)
LLE 0.77 (0.16)
Face/Neck 0.70 (0.10)
CON 0.79 (0.06)

RUE, right upper extremity; LUE, left upper extrem-
ity; RLE, right lower extremity; LLE, left lower
extremity; CON, constancy of resting tremor; SE,
standard error.

may have been the angle in which the camera was460

positioned to record the movement. Whilst positioned461

to the best of the raters’ ability, the clinic where462

patients performed the gait assessments has a narrow463

corridor, and the impact of camera angle and distance464

from patient to camera may have had a more profound465

effect on automated gait assessment and rising from466

a chair scores resulting in greater numbers of miss-467

ing data and greater variability in KELVIN gait scores 468

(Number of missing datapoints quantified in Table 3). 469

Greater experience of KELVIN usage should improve 470

choice of camera and patient positioning to help mit- 471

igate this in the future. 472

The present study findings demonstrate that K7- 473

UPDRS scores agree with clinician C7-UPDRS 474

scores to an excellent degree in the OFF condition, 475

and this shows a superior score to some studies of 476

inter-rater reliability scores between clinicians [5, 6]. 477

This shows that KELVIN was as accurate as clini- 478

cians at scoring the 7 items of the MDS-UPDRS when 479

patients were OFF medication. However, KELVIN 480

showed poor agreement with clinicians in the ON 481

condition, which may be due to the majority of 482

patients experiencing dyskinesia when ON medica- 483

tion. The impact of dyskinesia on movement may 484

have interfered with KELVIN’s scoring process and 485

caused the system to assign higher scores to patients 486

with dyskinesia. The higher mean of the average 487

K7-UPDRS scores compared to the C7-UPDRS sup- 488

port this supposition and show that the raters scored 489

patients 3.4 MDS-UPDRS points lower than the 490

KELVIN platform in the ON condition. Whether 491

clinician or KELVIN scores are a better measure 492

of functional disability in the ON medication con- 493

dition would be of interest. Further, this challenge 494

of video assessment in the clinic setting may also 495

translate to the home environment; with the added 496

issue of possible lighting and space constraints and 497

video assessment may also be more challenging for 498

patients with severe motor symptoms to carry out 499

without clinician support in the home setting. The 500

FDA guidance provides a number of steps to validate 501

a Digital Health Technology (DHT) on the population 502

of interest to ensure that the DHT is fit-for-purpose 503

for remote data collection use in a clinical investiga- 504

tion [24]. In line with the FDA guidance, KELVIN 505

is able to consistently and appropriately measure a 506

number of clinical symptoms of Parkinson’s disease, 507

which demonstrates that in the clinic, KELVIN is a 508

fit-for-purpose DHT. Research conducted in the par- 509

ticipant’s homes could further validate the use of 510

KELVIN in the home environment. 511

One limitation of KELVIN is that other aspects 512

of C18-UPDRS are not yet usefully captured by 513

K-UPDRS, therefore a full clinical picture (tremor, 514

rigidity, speech, and postural instability) cannot 515

yet be captured with KELVIN alone, which may 516

reduce its competitiveness against conventional clin- 517

ical assessment of PD severity, and it can in no way 518

be used to replace expert clinical management. Plat- 519
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forms to assess speech and facial expression do also520

exist [25–27] and could be incorporated to provide521

a more complete automated clinical picture, which522

may reduce the potential biases of human raters.523

Despite this, one relative strength of KELVIN is524

that it can measure multiple MDS-UPDRS items525

affecting different body parts as a single platform,526

which is something not yet possible with other AI527

PD severity measuring tools such as wearable sensors528

which can only measure one or two motor features529

of PD depending on where they are positioned [17,530

28–30]. Attempts to measure all 18 items of the531

MDS-UPDRS part 3 may require the use of different532

wearable sensors for various items [28, 31], though533

these are often expensive and require high tech equip-534

ment which presents a disincentive for their routine535

use. A video-based AI tool as in the present study,536

presents itself as a more cost-effective and acces-537

sible approach than other types of AI technology,538

which may also allow for remote assessment and thus539

reduce the cost of attending appointments. Video-540

based assessment of PD severity may also prove to541

be useful in clinical trials, where items of the MDS-542

UPDRS may be carried out multiple times a year543

as an outcome measure, thus participants may not544

have to incur the costs and inconvenience of travel to545

attend appointments. This may be particularly useful546

for more disabled patients who have difficulty travel-547

ling or those who live far from the clinical trial testing548

site.549

A major strength of KELVIN is its practical appli-550

cation. KELVIN incorporates intuitive software, with551

good usability, with all raters able to use the system552

with little guidance. This was useful in the present553

study’s movement disorder clinic, and KELVIN sup-554

ported clinician ratings by giving raters the ability to555

film patients undergoing MDS-UPDRS assessments556

and saving assessments in a single storage system.557

For example, anecdotal evidence from the present558

study demonstrated nurses having the ability to go559

back over items that were ‘difficult to assess’ and560

quality control check their scores. Furthermore, when561

considering the benefits of KELVIN for individual562

patient applications, the routine storage of videos in563

the KELVIN Cloud system can provide easy access564

and help clinicians review changes over time in indi-565

vidual patients.566

Conclusions567

In summary, the present research confirmed the568

practical application of KELVIN system to record,569

and store video recordings of the MDS-UPDRS part 3 570

and successfully analyze the bradykinesia, rising and 571

gait items. Variability in scores still occur potentially 572

depending on the human contributions such as camera 573

position, angle as well as the different cameras, hard- 574

ware and software included which may influence the 575

consistency of the scores produced. When compared 576

to conventional clinical scores captured by experi- 577

enced raters all trained within a single center, the AI 578

platform does not show a clear advantage. 579

Nevertheless, these data suggest that KELVIN 580

shows promise, indeed it showed good agreement in 581

overall K7-UPDRS scores between different videos, 582

particularly in upper limb bradykinesia. The useful- 583

ness of the conventional MDS-UPDRS part 3 has 584

depended on careful instructions being developed to 585

accompany its use as well as teaching videos to ensure 586

consistency of its application. Further iterations of the 587

Kelvin platform, additional learning through greater 588

amount of data captured, as well as simple but clear 589

instructions regarding the standard approach to cap- 590

ture the videos should allow this tool to improve 591

to the level required to complement and potentially 592

improve upon the conventional clinical assessment of 593

PD motor severity. 594
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